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The interaction between the electric dipole moment of a trapped molecular ion and the phonon modes of
the confined Coulomb crystal couples the orientation of the molecule to its motion. We consider the
practical feasibility of harnessing this interaction to initialize, process, and read out quantum information
encoded in molecular ion qubits without ever optically illuminating the molecules. We present two schemes
wherein a molecular ion can be entangled with a cotrapped atomic ion qubit, providing, among other
things, a means for molecular state preparation and measurement. We also show that virtual phonon
exchange can significantly boost the range of the intermolecular dipole-dipole interaction, allowing strong
coupling between widely separated molecular ion qubits.
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Trapped atomic ion systems have demonstrated the
lowest state preparation and measurement (SPAM) infidel-
ity [1] and single- and two-qubit gate error rates [2–4] of
any qubit. Fully programmable, few-qubit quantum com-
puters based on trapped ions have already been constructed
[5,6]. However, to date, these systems have not been scaled
to a large number of qubits for reasons including anoma-
lous heating [7–10], phonon mode crowding [11], photon
scattering [12,13], and challenges scaling classical optical
components [14,15].
Recently, it was shown that molecular ion qubits,

coupled by their direct, electromagnetic dipole-dipole
interaction, could be used for quantum information
processing [16]. While the scalability of molecular-qubit
systems using that approach is not expected to be limited by
anomalous heating or phonon mode crowding, molecular
ion qubits are not, currently, as easily controllable as atomic
ion qubits. In particular, SPAM of molecular ions is made
difficult by their typical lack of optical cycling transitions,
which makes laser illumination of molecules problematic
[17]. One approach is to perform quantum logic spectro-
scopy (QLS) via a cotrapped atomic ion [18–20], which has
also recently been used to entangle an atomic and mole-
cular ion [21]. However, since QLS requires cooling near
the ground state of motion, it is technologically demanding,
and laser manipulation of molecular ions can lead to
spontaneous emission to dark states.
Here, we describe how the dipole-phonon coupling in an

ion trap can be used to entangle the dipole moment of a
polar molecular ion with the phonon modes of a multi-ion
Coulomb crystal. This phenomenon can be intuitively
understood in two ways: as the time-dependent electric
field experienced by a nonstationary ion driving a mole-
cular electric dipole transition, or as a time-dependent

dipole moment driving ion motion. For multiple ions, the
oscillations occur in the collective modes of a Coulomb
crystal, and even widely separated dipoles can be made to
interact strongly via shared phonon modes. Further, the
dipole-phonon interaction can be augmented by applying
traditional sideband operations to a cotrapped atomic
ion to effect molecule-atom entanglement and excitation
exchange. This provides a potentially powerful means for
nondestructive molecular ion SPAM that is similar to QLS,
but in certain cases can be free from the need to be in the
motional ground state and to optically illuminate the
molecules. These operations form the basic building blocks
of a hybrid atom-molecule quantum logic system, a means
for coherent conversion between single microwave photons
and atomic excitations, and a new route to quantum
simulation of strongly coupled matter. In what follows,
we first describe the basic dipole-phonon interaction and
then illustrate several important cases where this can be
used to effect molecule-atom and molecule-molecule
coupling.
We consider a linear ion chain, which may contain both

atomic and molecular ions of approximately the same mass
(for simplicity, we assume they are equal), and treat motion
only along the axial (z) direction of the chain. In a linear
Paul trap, harmonic confinement in z can be entirely
electrostatic, allowing the use of a 1D static model. Ion
motion follows from the approximate Hamiltonian
Ho ¼

PNþM
p¼1 ωpða†pap þ 1

2
Þ, where ωp is the frequency

of normal mode p and N and M are the number of atomic
and molecular ions in the chain, respectively (ℏ≡ 1). The
displacement of ion i from its equilibrium position can be
written as a superposition of displacements of the normal

modes: ẑðiÞ ¼ PNþM
p¼1 bðiÞp ζ̂p. Here, ζ̂p is the displacement
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operator of the normal mode p and we take the normal
mode eigenvectors bp to be normalized and real. Thus,

ẑðiÞ ¼ PNþM
p¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi½ðℏÞ=ð2mωpÞ�
p

bðiÞp ðap þ a†pÞ [22].
Molecular ions in the chain are assumed to be identical

polar molecules, each with a pair of opposite-parity states
jgðiÞi and jeðiÞi that represent the −1 and þ1 eigenstates,
respectively, of the Pauli operator σðiÞZ for this effective two-
level system of molecule i. The molecular states are
separated in energy by the noninteracting Hamiltonian
HðiÞ

m ¼ ðΔ=2ÞσðiÞZ and are connected by an electric dipole
transition moment d ¼ jhgjd · ẑjeij. Physically, these states
could be any dipole-connected states, such as rotational
states or Λ, Ω, or l doublets, and they define the Hilbert
space of the dipole.
If the transition frequency between dipole states is close

to any of the normal mode frequencies, interactions
between the dipole and phonons become important. This

interaction follows from HðiÞ
dp ¼ −dðiÞ · EðiÞ, where dðiÞ ¼

dσðiÞX ẑ is the dipole moment and EðiÞ ¼ EðẑðiÞÞẑ is the
instantaneous total electric field (both the static trap
field and the Coulomb repulsion of all other ions in the
trap) at the position of ion i. The electric field experi-
enced by ion i can be found from the effective
potential Uðζ̂1; ζ̂2;…Þ ¼ PNþM

p¼1 uðζ̂pÞ as EðiÞ ¼−1
e

PNþM
p¼1

½∂uðζ̂pÞ=∂ζ̂p� · ½∂ζ̂p=∂ẑðiÞ�¼−ðm=eÞPNþM
p¼1 ω2

pb
ðiÞ
p ζ̂p. The

characteristic length scale for each mode, lp≡
½e2=ð2πϵomω2

pÞ�1=3, which is approximately the ion spac-
ing, can be used to rewrite the electric field operator in the
familiar form

EðiÞ ¼ −
XNþM

p¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðℏÞωp

2ϵoVp

s
ðap þ a†pÞbðiÞp ; ð1Þ

where the effective mode volume is Vp ≡ 2πl3
p.

Equation (1) closely resembles the quantized electromag-
netic field used in quantum optics, and we can treat
phonons as if they were photons, in the dipole approxi-
mation, confined to mode volume Vp with spatial depend-

ence given by bðiÞp .

Using this, the dipole-phonon interaction is HðiÞ
t ¼

ðd=eÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðm=2Þp
σðiÞX

PNþM
p¼1 ω3=2

p bðiÞp ðap þ a†pÞ. Identifying

the vacuum Rabi frequency as gðiÞp ≡ dEðiÞ
o;p=ðℏÞ ¼

d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωp=½ðℏÞϵoVp�

p
bðiÞp , where EðiÞ

o;p is the electric field
amplitude at ion i from a single phonon in mode p, the
dipole-phonon interaction can be written as

HðiÞ
dp ¼

XNþM

p¼1

gðiÞp
2

ðap þ a†pÞσðiÞX : ð2Þ

To produce coupling between molecules and atoms,
an atomic-qubit ion in the linear chain may be addressed

by laser fields to couple it to motion. For atomic
ion j, this interaction is described in the Lamb-Dicke

limit by the Hamiltonian HðjÞ
a ¼ ðωa=2ÞsðjÞZ þ ðΩðjÞ=2Þ

ðsðjÞþ e−{ωLt þ sðjÞ− e{ωLtÞ½1þP
p b

ðjÞ
p ηpðap þ a†pÞ�, where ωa

is the energy splitting of the atomic qubit, sðjÞR are the Pauli
operators on the atomic qubit, ΩðjÞ is the Rabi frequency of
the laser-qubit interaction, ωL is the laser frequency, and ηp
is the Lamb-Dicke factor for mode p. Thus, the total
Hamiltonian for a linear chain composed of N identical
atoms and M identical polar molecules is

H ¼ Ho þ
XM
i

ðHðiÞ
m þHðiÞ

dpÞ þ
XN
j

HðjÞ
a : ð3Þ

In what follows, we consider several realizations of a
chain of molecular and atomic ions and analyze the
behavior that follows from Eq. (3). All numerical examples
assume a molecular species with m ¼ 56 amu, d ¼ 3

5
8 D,

Δ=2π ¼ 4 MHz. These numbers are based loosely on
CaOþ [23–25] in the J ¼ 7=2 state of its X2Π3=2 ground
state. CaOþ has already been trapped in a system that is
nearly ideal for exploring dipole-phonon quantum
logic [26].
Near-resonant dipole-phonon exchange.—If the energy

separation of the dipole states Δ is near that of the qth
normal mode, and far from all other modes p ≠ q, the
rotating wave approximation can be applied to the molecu-
lar terms in Eq. (3) to yield the effective Hamiltonian for
molecule i and phonon mode q,

HðiÞ
q ≈

Δ
2
σðiÞz þωq

�
a†qaqþ

1

2

�
þgðiÞq

2
ðaqσðiÞþ þa†qσðiÞ− Þ: ð4Þ

Except for the dependence of gðiÞq on ωq, this is the
well-studied Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian [27] and
thus immediately suggests several methods for dipole-
phonon quantum logic. For example, if ωq ¼ Δ, a
molecule prepared in the state jem; 0i ( m and a denote
molecule and atom, respectively) will undergo vacuum
Rabi oscillations to jgm; 1i at the rate gq, and both
excitation exchange as well as entanglement between
the dipole and the phonon mode can be created
by choosing the time for which the coupling is active
(ωq ¼ Δ).
This interaction also provides a robust means for SPAM

of the molecular ion. The coupling gðiÞq causes an avoided

crossing between states jgðiÞm ; nq þ 1i and jeðiÞm ; nqi at
ωq ¼ Δ, as shown in Fig. 1. By using a cotrapped atomic
ion to laser cool to the ground state of motion and then
adiabatically performing a linear sweep of the trap fre-
quency ωq through Δ from below, a polar molecule in

jeðiÞm ; 0i will emit a phonon in the shared motional mode q
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with probability P ≈ 1 − expð−2πgðiÞ2q = _ωqÞ and be trans-

ferred to jgðiÞm ; 1i. Subsequent measurement of the phonon
state followed by ground-state cooling via the atomic ion

would then prepare jgðiÞm ; 0i in a manner similar to tradi-
tional QLS [19,20]. Repeating this scheme following a π
pulse on the jemi ↔ jgmi transition allows discrimination
of jemi and jgmi as a molecule initially in jemi emits a
phonon on both ramps, a molecule initially in jgmi emits a
phonon only on the second ramp, and a molecule in a state
outside of the jemi − jgmi subspace does not emit a phonon
on either ramp. Further, using circularly polarized radiation
for the π pulse in combination with multiple ramp sequen-
ces can prepare the polar molecule in a single Zeeman
sublevel.
This technique appears to have several advantages over

traditional QLS. For example, here the dipole-phonon
exchange does not require optical addressing of the
molecule (which can lead to spontaneous emission) as
ωq can be tuned by simply changing dc trap voltages.
Further, the dipole-phonon interaction has no carrier
transition, which allows this sweep to span a wide range
with strong coupling.
For state preparation, it is also possible to take a

dissipation engineering approach, where ground-state cool-
ing is carried out while ωq ¼ Δ. At this operating con-
dition, the dipole-phonon interaction couples the internal
states of the molecule to the atomic spontaneous emission
providing controllable dissipation in the jemi − jgmi sub-
space. Thus, the jgm; 0i state is prepared simply by cooling
the atom while ωq ¼ Δ, and success can be verified using
the adiabatic ramp sequence defined above for state
detection.
Resonant dipole-phonon exchange with multiple

molecular ions.—For a collection of identical molecular
ions in a trap with Δ near ωq, the Hamiltonian is

Hq ≈ ωq

�
a†qaq þ

1

2

�

þ
XM
i¼1

�
Δ
2
σðiÞz þ gðiÞq

2
ðaqσðiÞþ þ a†qσðiÞ− Þ

�
: ð5Þ

Because the molecular ions couple to a shared
phonon mode, it is straightforward to entangle them.
Using, for example, the center-of-mass mode so that

all ions possess the same bðiÞ1 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p
, if ω1 ¼ Δ a

system initially prepared in the state jg; g;…; g; 1i
will evolve as jψðtÞi¼ cosðgqt

ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p
=2Þjg;g;…;g;1i−

{sinðgqt
ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p
=2ÞjW;0i, where jWi¼ð1= ffiffiffiffiffi

M
p Þðje;g;g;…;gi

þjg;e;g;…;giþ���þjg;g;g;…;eiÞ. Therefore, a molecular
W state can be produced by either tuning the phonon mode
on resonance with the molecule for a time tB ¼ π=ð ffiffiffiffiffi

M
p

gqÞ
or by adiabatic rapid passage through the ω1 ¼ Δ
condition.
This basic scheme provides a number of useful capa-

bilities. As a numerical example, for two molecular ions,
the Bell state jψþi ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi

2
p Þðjg; ei þ je; giÞ can be pre-

pared in tB ≈ 6 μs. This interaction also provides a means
for fast, high-fidelity quantum transduction from a micro-
wave photon qubit into an atomic ion qubit or optical
photon. By placing an ion chain (containing many mole-
cules and one atomic ion) in the mode of a microwave
resonator whose frequency is at, for instance, a rotational
splitting, the strong coupling limit of cavity QED can be
reached [28], allowing a microwave photon to be coupled
to the collective rotational dipole, creating jWi. The rota-
tional dipoles can then be converted to doublet dipoles via
global π pulses on the rotational and doublet splittings.
Using the interaction described here, the jWi state can then
be transferred to motion, and the motion transferred to the

FIG. 1. Basic dipole-phonon coupling scheme. (a) Simplest realization of dipole-phonon quantum logic with trapped molecular and
atomic ions. (b) Bare energy levels of one motional mode at a lower (solid) and higher (dashed) secular frequency and the molecule
dipole state energy levels. (c) Energy levels of trapped molecular ion as a function of normal mode frequency ωq. State preparation can
be accomplished by adiabatically increasing the trap frequency, which results in the conversion of je; 0i to jg; 1i. The jg; 1i state is
detected by motional ground-state cooling via a cotrapped atomic ion. (d) Schematic of a chip-based, hybrid atomic and molecular ion
quantum processor. Separate regions can be optimized for qubit SPAM, microwave-to-atom transduction, atomic ion quantum
processing, and atom-molecule and molecule-molecule quantum operations. Ions can be shuttled between zones to allow individual
molecule addressing.
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state of the atom, which can be converted into optical-
frequency photons, if desired.
Long-range dipole-dipole interactions mediated by vir-

tual phonons.—When all normal mode frequencies are
detuned from the molecular dipole splitting Δ, off-resonant
absorption and emission of phonons still mediates effective
dipole-dipole interactions between cotrapped molecules.
Virtual phonon exchange occurs through every normal
mode, and the effective Hamiltonian [29] takes the form

Heff ¼
X
i>j

JijðσðiÞþ σðjÞ− þ σðiÞ− σðjÞþ Þ ð6Þ

þ
X
i;p

2Δ
Δ2 − ω2

p

�
gðiÞp
2

�2�
a†pap þ

1

2

�
σðiÞZ ð7Þ

where the effective dipole-dipole interaction strength is
given by

Jij ¼
X
p

2ωp

Δ2 − ω2
p

�
gðiÞp gðjÞp

4

�
ð8Þ

¼ 1

ðℏÞ
X
p

�
d2

2πϵol3
p

�
ω2
p

Δ2 − ω2
p
bðiÞp bðjÞp : ð9Þ

The dipole-dipole term (6) is an exchange (or XY)
interaction, similar to the electromagnetic dipole-dipole
interaction [16]. A similar effective Hamiltonian has been
shown to arise when atomic ions are driven with a single
sideband [30], and the validity of that approximation has
been shown to hold in various parameter regimes [31]. The
functional form of the coupling strength, Eq. (8) (see
Fig. 2), is similar to the phonon mode dependence of
the Ising interaction that arises for atomic ions driven by a
bichromatic force [29,32,33], but with a stronger depend-
ence onωp. Likewise, and for similar reasons (see Fig. 3), it
is insensitive to temperature, and should work outside of
the Lamb-Dicke regime. By writing it in the form (9), it can
be seen that the strength of the phonon-mediated dipole-
dipole interaction (for phonon mode frequency ω) can be
stronger than the direct, electromagnetic interaction by a
factor of approximately bðiÞbðjÞω2=ðΔ2 − ω2Þ.
Figure 2 shows calculated values of jJijj as a function of

the separation between molecular ions in a 10-ion, har-
monically confined linear chain. As the center-of-mass
mode frequency ω1 is moved further from Δ
(red → purple), the short range behavior approaches the
direct, electromagnetic dipole-dipole interaction (magenta
curve, d2=2πϵor3). For dipole frequencies within ≈1 MHz
of the center of mass resonance, Fig. 2 shows that the
phonon mediation produces dipole-dipole interactions that
exceed their electromagnetic counterpart by orders of
magnitude at long range, providing a potential new path
to the study of strongly coupled quantum systems.

The second term in the effective Hamiltonian (7) is a
“quantum ac Stark shift” [29,34] of the phonon and dipole
frequencies. While the effects of this term may be mitigated
by a spin echo sequence [31], it provides another means for
state detection since it allows the state of the molecule to be
determined by simply measuring a shift in the normal mode
frequencies. For CaOþ with ω1 ¼ Δ − 2π × 100 kHz, the
center of mass mode frequency shifts by ∼16 kHz between
the two molecular states, which is straightforward to
detect [35].
Long-range dipole-atomic-qubit interaction mediated by

virtual phonons.—An atomic qubit, driven by an
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FIG. 2. Calculated strength of the phonon-mediated dipole-
dipole interaction [absolute value of Eq. (8)] as a function of the
distance between 10 CaOþ molecular ions in a chain. Circles
show the calculation for ω1=2π ¼ ð3.96; 3.88; 3.11; 5.33;
8.00Þ MHz for the (red, orange, green, blue, purple) circles.
The magenta curve is the direct, electromagnetic dipole-dipole
interaction, illustrating that the phonon-mediated dipole-dipole
interaction can be made longer range and orders of magnitude
stronger.

FIG. 3. Energy levels and couplings of a cotrapped atomic and
molecular ion while driving the atomic ion with a laser at
ωL ¼ ω0

a þ Δ. Multiple pathways interfere to remove the n
dependence of the coupling between jgm; ga; ni and jem; ea; ni,
allowing quantum control without the need for ground-state
cooling.
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appropriate laser frequency, can be made to participate in
the interaction just described. If the atomic-qubit laser is
applied at ωL ¼ ω0

a þ Δ (where ω0
a is the atomic level

splitting ωa with the ac Stark shift of the laser included), it
is blue detuned with respect to the atomic qubit and (off-
resonant) excitation of the atom is most likely to be
accompanied by the creation of a phonon, shown as the
right-hand, red path in Fig. 3. This phonon can then be
absorbed by the molecule, and the transition amplitude for
this path is proportional to nþ 1. Likewise, this process
can occur in the reverse order (left red path in Fig. 3) with
transition amplitude ∝ −n, and the overall amplitude for
the jgm; ga; ni ↔ jem; ea; ni transition is independent of n.
The blue lines in Fig. 3 indicate terms that are further off
resonance, for which the motional state dependence also
cancels. As a result, the effective Rabi frequency for
oscillations from jgm; ga; ni to jem; ea; ni is Ωeff ≈
bqηqΩgq=2ðΔ − ωqÞ and is independent of the motional
state of the system. The case for ωL ¼ ω0

a − Δ (i.e., laser
red detuned with respect to the qubit) is the same with the
substitution ga ↔ ea, and can therefore be used to drive
transitions jgm; ea; ni ↔ jem; ga; ni in a similar manner.
Along with single ion rotations, this toolbox allows

full control of the Hilbert space of the dipole orientation
and atomic qubit, and can be used to create entangled
states of the hybrid molecule atom system. For example,
this interaction can be used to rotate the system into
an atom-molecule Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ)
state, ð1= ffiffiffi

2
p Þðjgm; gai þ jem; eaiÞ, in a time tGHZ ¼

f½2πðΔ − ωqÞ�=ðbqηqΩgqÞg, which for ωq ¼ Δ − 2π ×
100 kHz and ηqΩ=2π ¼ 100 kHz is tGHZ ≈ 24 μs.
While we have treated only the axial direction of motion,

the ions we consider are to be trapped in a three dimen-
sional Paul trap, which leads to strong, time-dependent
electric fields along the radial direction that can in principle
cause deleterious effects, some of which were considered in
Ref. [16]. In particular, the radial rf fields experienced by
ions in thermal motion can drive ΔmJ ¼ �1 transitions
between doublet states, for which we estimate the pop-
ulation transferred at T ¼ 1 mK as L≈f½d2hE2⊥i�=
½ðℏ2Þðωrf−ΔÞ2�g≈fðmd2Þ=½e2ðℏ2Þ�gkBT≈10−3. Further,
this coupling will give rise to a differential ac Stark
shift of the dipole states, ϵ ≈ f½Δd2hE⊥i2�=½ðℏ2Þ
ðω2

rf − Δ2Þ�g < 2π × 5 kHz. While neither of these effects
is expected to be a limitation in initial experiments, ground-
state cooling of the radial motion can be used to further
suppress them.
Molecules amenable to dipole-phonon quantum logic.—

For these ideas to be practically feasible with current ion
trap technology requires that Δ=2π ≤ 20 MHz. For
diatomic molecules, the most likely targets are Λ- and
Ω-doublet ground states, which have opposite parity and
can be closely spaced, such as the X2Π3=2 state of the
alkaline earth oxides (like CaOþ), and the halogen hydrides
(like DClþ, which has d ¼ 3

5
1.64 D and Δ=2π ¼ 8.3 MHz

[36] and is a candidate for laser cooling [37]). Other
examples include HfFþ and ThFþ, which are relevant
for electron electric dipole moment searches and have
Δ=2π ≈ 740 kHz and 5.3 MHz, respectively [38,39]. For
linear polyatomic molecules, many l doublets are split by
≲10 MHz [40–42], as are the K doublets of many
symmetric top molecules [43]. These are especially inter-
esting candidates as they may also possess diagonal
Franck-Condon factors [41,43,44], allowing, among other
things, state preparation via optical pumping [45].
In summary, we have described the interaction between

the dipolar degree of freedom of a molecular ion with the
phonon modes in an ion trap and its use for quantum logic.
Specifically, we have shown that this interaction can be
used for state preparation and measurement of molecular
ions, entanglement of molecular ions, entanglement of
molecular ions with atomic ions, the transduction of
quantum information from the microwave to optical
regime, and the study of strongly correlated quantum
matter without laser-addressing of the molecules. In many
cases, these applications do not require cooling to the
ground state of motion.
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